### APA Style Citation Examples

#### ELECTRONIC

**Article from Web Magazine**

**Format:**


**Example:**


**Article from Online Journal with DOI**

**Format:**

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Date of publication). Title of article. *Title of Journal, volume number*, page range. doi:0000000/000000000000 or [http://dx.doi.org/10.0000/0000](http://dx.doi.org/10.0000/0000)

**Examples:**


**Article from Online Journal without DOI**

**Format:**


**Example:**


**Newspaper Article**

**Format:**

Example:


General Website

Format:

Author, A.A. (Year, Month, Date of Publication). Article title. Retrieved from URL

Example:


Electronic Books

Format:


Example:


Citation examples taken from:

Purdue Online Writing Lab

PRINT

Books


Edited Book


Book, no author, or editor

Article or chapter in an edited book


Journals and Magazines

Journal article, one author


Journal article, two authors, journal paginated by issue


Journal article, three to six authors


Magazine article


Newspaper article, no author


Citation examples taken from:

808.06615/P96 2001 (reference and circulating copies available)
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